
Security seals

Pull-tight seals are security seals for many applications. Each seal is closed

like a plastic tie and can be closed without any tool. Each cinch-up seal has a

label preprinted with a consecutive number and the word “SEALED”.

The security seals cannot be opened and can only be removed by destroying

it.

Our adjustable seals are available in different lengths, strengths and security

levels. Each seal can be personalised to your demands either fix a text or a

company logo.

[ ]Pull-tight seal

Pull-tight seal “ADJ”

Our security seal “ADJ 315” is an adjustable, easy to use, self locking pull-

tight seal. Favourable price, speedy application.

This seal is available in two different lengths and various colours.

Art.Nr.
GE ADJ 315

GE ADJ 425

Length:
315 mm

425 mm

Wire:
3.3 mm DM

3.3  mm DM

Imprint:
Ink transfer print

Sequenced numbering up to 15 digits

Barcode possible

Customised up to 20 characters on one line

Logo available on request

Label: 22x50 mm

Colours available:

Carton mit 1000 Plomben

Strip with 10 seals

Carton dimension: 56 x 33 x 19 cm

Weight: 3.5 kg

Packaging ADJ 315

Packaging ADJ 425

Carton mit 1000 Plomben

Strip with 10 seals

Carton dimension: 56 x 33 x 24 cm

Weight: 5.0 kg
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Pull-tight seal “MARS”

The pull-tight seal “MARS” is an adjustable security seal for quick application

for immediate security. This seal offers a metal lock mechanism for higher

security.

Our pull-tight seal “MARS” is available in various lengths and cable

diameters.

Art.Nr.
GE Mars 225

GE 315Mars

GE Mars 425

GE Mars 500

GE Mars 600

Description
Durchziehplombe “Mars”

Durchziehplombe “Mars”

Durchziehplombe “Mars”

Durchziehplombe “Mars”

Durchziehplombe “Mars”

Length:
225 mm

315 mm

425 mm

500 mm

600 mm

Cable:
1.3 mm DM

2.0 / 3.3 mm DM

2.0 / 3.3  mm DM

3.3 mm DM

3.3 mm DM

Imprint:
Ink transfer print

Consecutive number: up to 15 digits

Barcode possible, Customised Logo on request

Customised up to 20 characters on one line

Plombenfahne: 22x50 mm

Colours available

X = Lagerware

Carton with 1000 seals

Strips with 10 seals

Carton size: 56 x 33 x 19 cm

Weight: 2.0 kg

Packaging Mars 225

Carton with 1000 seals

Strips with 10 seals

Carton size: 56 x 34 x 20 cm

Weight: 4.0 kg

Packaging Mars 315

Carton with1000 seals

Strips with 10 seals

Carton size: 56 x 33 x 25 cm

Weight: 4.5 kg

Packaging Mars 425

[ ]Pull tight seal Security seals
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Security seal[ ]Pull-tight seal

Art.Nr.
GE Mars 420 XL

Description
Pull-tight seal “Mars XL”

Length:
420 mm

Cable:
3.8 mm DM

Colours available

Pull-tight seal “MARS XL”

The pull-tight seal “MARS XL” is an adjustable security seal for quick

application for immediate security. This seal offers a metal lock mechanism

for higher security. The seal flag is 50x68 mm offering enough space for

individual printing.

Imprint:
Ink transfer print

Consecutive number: up to 15 digits

Barcode possible, Customised Logo on request

Customised up to 20 characters on one line

Plombenfahne: 50x68 mm

Material:
Polypropylen - high density

Packaging:
Carton: 1000 pieces

Size: 45x24x45 cm

Weight / carton: 10.6 kg

Pull-tight seal „Secur”

Our pull tight seal „Secur” is one of our standard plastic seals. This seal

offfers high security standards in combination with good handling and

favourable price. Our security seal „Secur” is available in various colours and

can be preprinted with laser or hot printing. In addition, we can offer this

security seal customized with 1000 pieces only.

Properties
Material: plastic

Length: 405 mm total

Consecutive number: yes

Customized imprint
logo or standard letters

Barcode: optional

MOQ for customized seal: 1000 pieces

Packaging:
Carton: 1000 pieces

Weight / carton: 5 kg
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Security seal[ ]Pull-tight seal

Pull-tight seal “Mini R”

Our Security seal Mini-R is a pull-up seal with 180 mm length. This seal is

very easy to open and is suitable for any kind of meters, fire extinguishers,

first-aid kits or emergency exit doors. You can open the Mini R seal simple

without any additional tools.

Pull-tight seal “Mini F”

Our pull tight seal „Mini F” is a small security seal also knows as „ES 15" seal.
This security seal is very versatile with a sealing wire of only 1.0 mm diamter.
You can open this seal without any additional tools, therefore, this seal is
suitable also for fire extinguishers, first-aid kits, emergency exits etc.

Properties:
Length overall: 180 mm
Useable length: 161 mm
Sealing wire: 1.0 mm
Flag: 19x8 mm

Customization:
Laser imprint
Consecutive number: up to 7 digits

Packaging:
1000 pcs. / carton
Size: 34x30x13 cm
Weight: 2 kg

Properties:
Length overall: 180 mm
Useable length: 161 mm
Sealing wire: 1.0 mm
Flag: no flag

Customization:
Laser imprint
Consecutive number: up to 7 digits

Packaging:
1000 pcs. / carton
Size: 30x30x13 cm
Weight: 2 kg

Colours available

Colours available
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Pull-tight seal “EASY” + “SIMPLE”

The security seal “Easy and Simple” is an easy to use adjustable security
seal. This favourable pull-tight seal is available in two different lengths. For
even more comfort, this seal has a tear-off function so you can open this seal
without any additional tool.

This cinch-up seal has a strong 6 mm band for secure applications.

Applications:
Post bags, forwarding agency, international container, transport and many
more

Colours available

Art.Nr.
GE Simple295
GE Simple420

Description
Pull-tight seal “Simple”

Pull-tight seal “Simple”

Length:
295 mm
420 mm

Imprint
2 Zeilen à 11

Zeichen

X

Abmessung - Simple420 mm

Abmessung - Simple 295 mm

Pull-tight seal “Tiny”

Our pull-tight seal “Tiny” is an easy to use adjustable security seal. This seal
has a very thin band and can be removed manually without any additional
tool. This seal is most suitable where you need to open and break the seal
easily.

Size:
Length: 255 mm
Width: 2.2 mm
Label: 22x45 mm

Packaging:
� 1 Carton with 1000 seals
� Strips of 10 seals
� Carton - size: 30 x 24 x 22 cm
� Weight: 1.8 kg

Colours available:

Security seals

Imprint
� Ink transfer print
� Consecutive numbering up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customizsed up to 20 characters / line
� Logo: upon request

Imprint
� Laser print
� Consecutive numbering up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customizsed up to 20 characters / line
� Logo: upon request

Carton with 1000 seals
Carton size: 56 x 39 x 21 cm
Weight: 4.0 kg

Packaging

[ ]Pull tight seal
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Pull-tight seal “Kronos”

The pull-tight seal “Kronos” is an adjustable security seal with a very large
label. This seal can also be supplied with a tear-off possibility to remove the
seal without any additional tool.

This seal is frequently used where the imprint is important.

Size:
Length: 424 mm
Width: 4.0 mm
Label: 72x110 mm

Pull-tight seal “Hector”

The pull-tight seal “Hector” is an adjustable cinch-up seal for simple and
speedy applications. This security seal has a tear-off possibility so it can be
removed without any additional tool.

Sizes:
Width: 6 mm
Length: 430 oder 380 mm
Label: 30x83 mm

Colours available

Imprint
� Hot Print
� Consecutive numbering up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customizsed up to 20 characters / line
� Logo: upon request

Imprint
� Ink transfer print
� Consecutive number: up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters / Line
� Logo: on request

Colours available

Carton with 500 seals
Carton size: 56 x 39 x 12 cm
Weight: 5.0 kg

Packaging

Carton with 1000 seals
Carton size: 50 x 40 x 34 cm
Weight: 10.0 kg

Packaging

[ ]Pull tight seal Security seals
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Security seals[ ]Metallic strapseals

Metallic strapseal “Balloon”

Our metallic strapseal “Balloon” is perhaps the most secure type of strap seal
in our range. This security seal has a special blocking system where the
seal´s tail is inserted into the head (balloon). The internal double steel spring
clamps the tail in place. After the seal has been blocked, it is no longer
possible to reopen it without breaking the seal.

Customised:
� Relief printed
� Sequential number up to 7 digits
� Customised up to 16 characters / line
� Logos on request

Colours available

Carton with 1000 seals
Carton - size: 39.5 x 29 x 20 cm
Weight: 8.5 kg

Packaging “Balloon”

Metallic strapseal “Truck”

Our strapseal “Truck” is a metallic strap seal for container use. This is the
most economical strap seal in our range.

Imprint
� Relief printed
� Sequenced number up to 7 digits
� Customised up to 20 characters in one line
� Logo available on request

Colours available

Carton with 1000 seals
Carton size: 32 x 22 x 12 cm
Weight: 4.0 kg

Packaging “Truck”
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Security seals[ ]Plastic strap seals

Plastic strap seal “Horn 215”

The plastic strap seal “Horn 215” is a plastic security seal with a secure
locking mechanism.

This seal has a calender function offerint 12 numbers for each month and 31
numbers for the days.

Size:
Lenght: 215 mm
Width: 7 mm

Colours available

Carton with 1000 seals
Strips of 10 seals
Carton - size: 24 x 38 x 19 cm
Weight: 1.9 kg

Packaging

Plastic strap seal “Horn 260”

Colours available

Packaging

IHR NAME

260 mm

IHR  NAME

Imprint:
� Laser print
� Sequenced number up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters

Imprint:
� Laser print
� Sequenced number up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters

The plastic strap seal “Horn 260” is a plastic security seal with a secure
locking mechanism.

This seal has a calender function offerint 12 numbers for each month and 31
numbers for the days.

Size:
Lenght: 260 mm
Width: 7 mm

Carton with 1000 seals
Strips of 10 seals
Carton - size: 24 x 38 x 19 cm
Weight: 2.4 kg
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Security seals

Metallic strap seal “Metal”

Our security seal “Metal” is a cargo container identification seal which offers a
high security level. Even from longer distance, this metallic strap seal is
highly visable.

This security seal is most suitable for freight containers, vehicle doors and
TIR cables. It can be produced in various lengths from 10 to 115 cm.

Applications:
Container, freight containers, vehicle doors, TIR cables, and many more

[ ]Strapseals

Imprint
� Hot print
� Sequenced numbering up to 6 digits
� Customised up to 20 characters
� Logo available on request

Colours available

Packaging

Carton with 1000 seals
Carton size: 29 x 20 x 15 cm
Weight: 7.0 kg

Plastic strapseal “Fixcar”

The plastic strapseal “Fixcar” is a unique, specially designed strapseal for
greater security. This seal has a specially designed locking tooth which, a
click sound signifies the seal has been closed correctly.

Sizes:
Length: 225 mm
Width: 8 mm

Imprint:
� Laser print
� Sequenced number up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters

Colours available

Carton with 1000 seals
Strips of 10 seals
Carton - size: 24 x 38 x 19 cm
Weight: 1.9 kg

Packaging
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Plastic strap seal “Ring”

Colours available

Packaging

Security seals[ ]Plastic strap seals

The plastic strap seal “Ring 215” is a plastic security seal with a secure
locking mechanism.

This seal has a calender function offerint 12 numbers for each month and 31
numbers for the days.

Size:
Lenght: 215 mm
Width: 7 mm
Label: 20x40 mm

Imprint:
� Laser print
� Sequenced number up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters

Carton with 1000 seals
Strips of 10 seals
Carton - size: 37 x 24 x 23 cm
Weight: 2.5 kg
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Security seals[ ]Cable seal

Cable seal “Superlock”

The security seal “SuperLock” is a very safe and easy to handle security seal.
The seals can be adjusted by inserting the steel cable in the holes and then
pulling it out.

This adjustable security seal is available in various diameters and standard
lengths. The length of the cable can be customised. Our cable seal
“SuperLock” can only be removed with additional tools.

In 3.5 mm diameter, this security seal is ISO/PAS 17712 approved and offers
a very high security standard.

Applications:
Post bags, Forwarding agencies, international freight containers, trolleys,
trains, chemical industry, money bags and many more

Colours available
Art.Nr.
GE Super180-1
GE Super180-2
GE Super200-3
GE Super 200-3.3
GE Super250-5

Length
180 mm
180 mm
200 mm
250 mm
250 mm

Cable - diameter
1.5 mm
2.5 mm
3.0 mm
3.5 mm - ISO/PAS 17712
5.0 mm

Dimensions - SuperLock

Imprint
� Laser printing
� Consecutive numbering up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters on one line
� Logos available on request

Diameter
1.5 mm
2.5 mm
3.0 mm
3.5 mm
5.0 mm

Packaging - SuperLock

Weight:
8.6 kg
9.5 kg
17.5 kg
13.0 kg
17.0 kg

Carton - size:
30 x 28 x 15 cm
30 x 28 x 15 cm
40 x 30 x 18 cm
40 x 30 x 18 cm
40 x 30 x 18 cm

Quantity / Box
500 pcs.
500 pcs.
500 pcs.
250 pcs.
250 pcs.
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[ Container seal - Bolt lock seal ]

Containerplombe “Snapper”

Our container seal „Snapper” is a high security bolt lock seal. This seal is
ISO/PAS 17712:2013 certified and meets the highest security requirements.
This seal is also accepted in the UK, USA, Canada and Mexico.

Our bolt lock seal is available in many different colours and can be
customised up to 20 letters in one line. This seal also offers a barcode option.
Diese Plombe ist in vielen Farben erhältlich.

Applications:
Freight containers, trucks, forwarding agencies

Colours available

Bolt lock seal “Poseidon” - ISO/PAS 17712:2010

Our container seal “Poseidon” is a ISO/PAS 17712:2010 certified seal
offering the highest security level.

The inner diameter of the metallic bolt has 8.0 mm, the lenth of the bolt is
about 74 mm. The patented design is characterised by two metal tabs
attached to the bolt which slot the bolt securely into the closure canal. Any
taampering attempt will damage the seal leaving it irreparable.

Customisation - Imprint
� Laser Print
� Consecutive number up to 15 digits
� Available with barcode or data matrix
� Customised up to 20 letters in one line
� Logo available on request

Colours available

250 Plomben im Karton
Abmessung: 32 x 25 x 15 cm
Gewicht: 16 kg

Packaging Poseidon

Security seals
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[ Meter seal ]

Meter seal “Twist”

Our meter seal “Twist” is a completely plastic seal with incorporated sealing
wire. This seal has a transparent body for better control of the closing
mechanism.

To close the seal, simply turn the handle of the wheel. Once closed, please
snap off the handle.

For more flexibility, this seal can also be supplied without incorporated
sealing wire.

Imprint:
� Laser print
� Consecutive numbering up to 15 digits
� With barcode option
� Customised up to 20 characters on one line
� Logos available on request

Colours available

Carton with 1000 pcs.
Bags of 100 pieces numbered
Carton size: 40 x 40 x 15 cm
Weight: 4.0 kg

Packaging

Meter seal “PSW”

The security seal “PSW” is a very safe and most easy to use meter seal. Once
positioned and closed, there is no possibility to open it again.

This seal can be delivered with various sealing wires. The standard length is
200 mm. For even more flexibility, this meter seal can also be supplied
without sealing wire.

Imprint
� Hot print
� Consecutive numbering up to 7 digits
� Customised up to 20 characters on one line
� Logo available on request

Size:
� Length: 13 mm
� Height: 27 mm
� Width: 9 mm

Colours available

Carton with 1000 seals
Seals packed in boxes with 100 pieces
Carton - size : 40 x 22 x 15 cm
Gewicht: 5.0 kg

Packaging PSW

Security seals
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[ ]Meter seals

Security seal “Crimp”

The security seal “Crimp” is a self locking seal completely made of
aluminium. This seal can be ised with security wire, sealing wire or strings.

This seal can be customised by embossing. A sequential number of up to 6
digits is possible.

Size:
� Length: 37 mm (opened) - 19 mm (closed)
� Width: 5 mm

Imprint:
� Metallic engraved
� Sequential numbering up to 6 digits
� Customised up to 10 characters on one line
� Logo: available on request

Colours available

Carton with 5000 pieces
Bags to 1000 seals

Packaging Crimp

Security seal “Grisu” for fire extinguishers

Our security seal „Grisu” is a cheap and easy to handle security seal for fire
extinguishers. You simply fix this seal in the drilling of the security pin. This
seal is very favourable and it is available in various colours. In addition, you
can customize this seal with a sealing plier using your company logo or any
other information.

Colours available

Security seals

Properties:
Length: 48 mm
Diameter: 8.0 mm
Packaging: 1000 pieces
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[ ]Security seals

Security seal “Cralu”

The security seal “Cralu” is a secure and extremely economical seal. Once the
flag has been pressed around the wire, it is impossible to reopen the seal
without destroying it.

The security seal “Cralu” is available in 4 different sizes. It supports any kind
of sealing wire and is available in 4 colours.

Imprint:
� Sequenced numbering up to 6 digits
� Customised with up to 12 characters
� Company logo: on request

Colours available

Sealing plier “Cralu”

The sealing plier “Cralu” closes the aluminium seals “Carlu” by rolling the
tongue. It is mainly used to close boxes or identify meters.

Sealing plier Cralu - dimensions

230 x 170 mm

Security seals
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[ ]Meter seals

Meter seal “Anchor C”

The security seal “Anchor C” is a transparent plastic seal the permits the
integrity control of the locking mechanism.

Just insert the sealing wire in the holes and push the “anchor” part in the
hole. Press the seal until it is closed. If it clicks, the closure is guaranteed.

Imprint:
� Laser print
� Sequenced nubmering up to 15 digits
� Also available wth barcode
� Customised up to 20 characters on one line
� Logos available on request

Colours available

Carton with 5000 seals
Carton size: 56 x 24 x 46 cm
Weight: 10.0 kg

Packaging Anchor C

Sicherheitsplombe “Anchor F”

Our meter seal “Anchor F” is very compareable as our seal Anchor C. In
contrast to the Anchor “C”, this seal has a larger body so more information
can be displayed and the seal itself is more noticeable.

This meter seal can be delivered with special logos, barcodes and much more
inforamtion.

Imprint
� Laser print
� Consecutive numbering up to 15 digits
� With barcode available
� Customised up to 20 characters / line
� Logo print on request

Colours available

Carton with 4000 seals
Carton - size: 56 x 24 x 46 cm
Weight: 12.0 kg

Packaging Anchor Flag

Security seals
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[ ]Drum seals

Security seal - “Drum L”

The security seal “Drum L” is a very simple seal with a very low security level.
Just insert the “arrow” in the appropriate hole and push with the finger.

This seal cannot be customised.

Colours available

Carton with 10.000 seals
Carton - size: 60 x 40 x 40 cm
Weight: 10 kg

Packaging

Drum seal “Drum S”

This security seal is specially designed for barrels and is very easy to use.
Just insert the arrow in the appropriate hole. Position the closing capsula
corresponding to the arrow and push the two parts together with your
fingers.

This seal offers a higher security level than the Drum L as the seal can be
customised and has a sequential number on it.

Imprint
� Laser printing
� Consecutive number up to 15 digits
� Customised up to 20 characters in one line
� Logo available on request
� Barcode possible

Colours available

Carton with 3000 seals
Carton - Size: 40 x 40 x 15 cm
Weight: 4.5 kg

Packaging Drum S

Security seals
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[ ]Padlock seal

Padlock seal Lock160

Our padlock seal “Lock160” has a plstic body and metal closing ring. Its
construction is extremely strong and is most suitable for airlines.

Dimension:
Diameter metal closing ring: 4.0 mm
Length: 25 mm
Body: 32x20 mm

Colours available

Carton with 1000 seals
Carton - size: 50 x 37 x 15 cm
Weight: 18.3 kg

Packaging Padlock Lock160

Padlock seal “Lock180”

The padlock seal “Lock 180” is very suitable for airlines, catering and duty-
free trolleys as this robust seal with plastic body and 1.0 mm iron wire is very
lightweight.

Dimensions:
Diameter metal closing ring: 1.0 mm
Length: 98 mm
Body: 22x35 mm

Colours available

Cartonwith 1000 seals
Carton - size: 36 x 27 x 18 cm
Weight: 4.3 kg

Packaging - Lock180

Imprint - Customisation
� Laser Printing
� Sequenced numbering up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters in one line
� Logos available upon request

Security seals

Imprint - Customisation
� Laser Printing
� Sequenced numbering up to 15 digits
� Barcode possible
� Customised up to 20 characters in one line
� Logos available upon request
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Tamper evident tape[ ]Tamper evident carton sealing tape

Tamper evident carton sealing tape - Premium

Our tamper evident carton sealing tape “Premium” is a highest quality tape.
It is a high performance acrylic adhesive tape with excellent adhesive grab
and total voiding when opened on most paper and carton surfaces. When
peeled, the tape will reveal a hidden VOID message by depositing a layer of
itself on the applied surface. The VOID message cannot be reversed.

How to apply: The surface should be dry, dust and grease free and
thoroughly clean. Avoid touching the exposed adhesive surface of the tape.
The adhesive used on these tapes are pressure sensitive, plesae ensure
sufficient pressure is applied to the tape.

This tamper evident tape comes on a 3” (76 mm) core suitable for each
standard tape dispenser.

Tamper evident tape - VOID premium - Characteristics:
Width: 48 mm
Length: 50 meter
Colours: brown, blue, red

Available colours:

Self voiding products are designed for packaging and paper applications
where an additional layer of security is needed when sealing boxes and
packages.

Every attempt to remove the tape will leave the message “VOID” on the
box giving warning of violation. The tamper evident message is noticeable
irreversible once revealed.

Tamper evident carton sealing labels - Premium

Our tamper evident carton sealing labels “Premium” is a highest quality tape.
It is a high performance acrylic adhesive tape with excellent adhesive grab
and total voiding when opened on most paper and carton surfaces. When
peeled, the tape will reveal a hidden VOID message by depositing a layer of
itself on the applied surface. The VOID message cannot be reversed.

How to apply: The surface should be dry, dust and grease free and
thoroughly clean. Avoid touching the exposed adhesive surface of the tape.
The adhesive used on these tapes are pressure sensitive, plesae ensure
sufficient pressure is applied to the tape.

Each label has a perforation every 150 mm so you can tear appart the single
labels easily. Each label has its own unique code that will never be duplicated.

Tamper evident carton sealing tape - VOID premium -
Characteristics
Label size: 148x48 mm
Width: 48 mm

Available colours:
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Tamper evident carton sealing tape - Partial

Tamper evident carton sealing tapes partial transfer are designed for
packaging and paper applications where an additional layer of security is
needed.

In contrast to total transfer tapes, these tapes can also be used on some
plastic foil. Upon attempted entry to package, the VOID message will appear
giving warning of violation.

Tamper evident carton sealng tape - Partial transfer -
Characteristics:
Width: 50 mm
Length: 50 Meter

Available text:
OPENED - OPENED: red
VOID OPENED: red and blue

[ ]Tamper evident carton sealing tape Tamper evident tape
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